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After removing foreground sources the CIB 
revealed an unexpected pattern of the 
fluctuations 
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After removing foreground sources the CIB 
revealed an unexpected pattern of the 
fluctuations 

Known Properties 
Large scale excess:  
•IRAC m>25 
•No correlation with <1 µm 
•Optical m>28 
•Lyman Break ~1 µm
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Large scale excess:  
•Consistent with population in 
high-z structures 
•Scales larger than 5’ fundamental

High-z cosmological 
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Known Properties 
Large scale excess:  
•IRAC m>25 
•No correlation with <1 µm 
•Optical m>28 
•Lyman Break ~1 µm

Large scale excess:  
•Consistent with population in 
high-z structures 
•Scales larger than 5’ fundamental

Large scale excess:  
•Correlations with the CXB 
•Significant BH population 

Probing BH Mass 
BH Number density



SED of DCBH that explain the observed 
CXB-CIB  correlation
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DCBH from high-z

The model fits but there are caveats!
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Summary
1. There are pieces of evidence that large scale CIB 

fluctuations may arise from high-z!
2. CIB fluctuations correlate with CXB!
3. Models explain the observations with DCBH!
4. We are likely accessing for the first time BH formation 

epoch with observational proxies!
5. Need of deep and wide field observation to construct 

the SED of the fluctuations!
6. More to come….


